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The CVI-Mastermind Group has un-paralleled advantages that are expressly offered to 
generate new and brilliant combinations of intellectual capital that can optimized:

● The main idea with the Mastermind Group is to develop ideal capacity to help individuals 
more easily fulfll their purpose, work and destiny, by promoting total creative expression, 
reducing or eliminating limitations, enable more creative time for artistic, scientifc,  
technological and trades related endeavours. Utilizing intellectual capital in a more benefcial 
and progressive environment with focused energy in a productive, proftable and dynamic 
enterprise zone to learn, grow and excel personally and professionally in an expanding range 
of opportunities are all part of our adventurous life plans.

●  Our values are with the promotion, development, use, generation and investment of 
intellectual capital, knowledge, ideas, understanding, skills, wisdom, insight, inventive and 
innovative genius, personal gifts, inspiration, organization and co-operative genius of 
leadership, teamwork and natural affnity, combined with an everyday practical life and 
environment transforming faith and belief system. We acknowledge and promote various 
types of wealth, personal value as a human in society, participation in any form of enterprise, 
the manifold dimensions of investing and co-operative co-creation possible by contribution, 
agreement, action, value and benefcial compensation programs.  This is a way of life that  
anyone can willingly choose to be active in and beneft from an astonishing new reality.

● Developing an environment where people can work together on common goals takes 
time to build but the rewards are worth it.  Being more creative, productive and proftable 
leads to greater success, more challenge, personal and work group or team rewards. We 
believe this is an eminently worthwhile step in the right direction in creating greater 
opportunity, wealth and quality of life for all that choose to advance forward and go in the 
direction of their dreams and action plans in a more supportive and amplifed environment.

● We believe and offer the possibility of action for what you know and transforming that into 
an alternative reality that you can choose in a way that works for and benefts you, here and 
now, or at any time in the future. This exists now, it's available.

● We believe that the quality of life may improve as we each capitalize on our brilliant 
faculties of creative imagination, skill, expertise and passion for our true hearts desire, with 
our personal intellectual capital and the vast resources at our command.

● The probability to generate a much higher degree of enthusiasm and interest exists with 
the Mastermind Group, with great potential for involvement, challenge, reward and fun.

● Freedom of choice in available options of being, doing and having make life a whole lot  
more interesting, purposeful and meaningful in everyday living, expressing the best of who we 
are in dedicated service to society, civilization, industry, profession, relationships and 
individuality that is useful and benefcial in every way and exceed mainstream routines.

● Our expectations include providential ideals and shared vision, to literally capitalize on an 
existing knowledge, skill and creative base and more fully beneft from practical experiences 
and realities. Even if a person is not doing their ideal work right now, if the consciousness and 
true hearts desire exists for specifc endeavours, the intention, focus, belief and applied 
energy and enthusiasm is essential escape velocity material to make that purpose a reality.
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● We also believe that, in addition to enabling increased individual and group perspective 
and awareness of total creative capacity, value and potential, greater energy and passion 
may be channelled in a positive constructive enterprise or endeavour, in forms of expression 
and combinations that one or many may have never thought of or had the option to consider.

● Optimizing value in creating greater potential in organizations, continues to develop 
positive, interesting and mutually benefcial relationships and results in more natural and ideal  
types of intellectual capital environments. The thrill of feeling really alive with all the 
possibilities, challenges and reward from doing those things one really loves and is just 
brilliant at, is a lot like fnding something more up to speed! Now that’s more like what we had 
in mind all along eh! Are you in the illuminated and enlightened zone of all possibilities?

● A new operating system is available with the CVI-Mastermind Group.  This exceeds the 
often imposed "everything you do belongs to the company" operating control system, and 
works to create an un-inhibited environment where amazing combinations of inventive and 
organizational genius can be directed to create wealth on an unprecedented scale. Naturally,  
we are aware of industry practice, proprietary expertise, trade, technological, business, 
fnancial and offcial secrets, and recognize the inherent provisions of  these endeavours, 
notwithstanding conventional formulas, we press onward without limitation. Trading time for 
money is ok, but why not kick it up a notch or two? (After all your personal super computer is  
maybe 100 billion neurons or so, each capable of processing 100 million bits of information 
per second and that is parallel computing with such a massive sensory array and multi-
dimensional energy system that most  people have no idea about.  This makes the latest  
most advance computer almost nothing.)

● The Mastermind Group endeavour is benefcial for pre-organization, initial organization 
and growth phases of an enterprise for those who might like or prefer the opportunity to be 
involved with a new venture, a brand new company, a vision of compelling, exciting and 
inspirational possibilities, with programs, projects and products that really capture the 
imagination. This is like a sign up list to being more involved at various levels depending on  
ability, time resources and other factors.

● People generate value with their intellectual capital and personal genius that is focused 
individually and in co-operative group effort that is goal and mission directed with a thoughtful 
action plan. This can include intellectual capital, fnancial & non-fnancial investment 
contributions. This goes beyond investing time, as many brilliant strokes of genius happens in 
a fash and the value can be worth a great deal, right?

● Alternative futures include: initial organizations, business combinations, integrated 
business units, strategic enterprise development, investments and acquisitions, joint ventures, 
technology and product co-development; this also has provisions for various compensation 
concerning Personnel Recruiting, 

● Personnel options are available for: executive and director positions, fnancial 
management and council, chief scientists, engineers, factory organization and production 
experts, human resource development and management, professional services and advisory, 
marketing and sales genius people in addition to all types of skilled trades, technical advisory, 
production and various types of personnel, client and customer development, contract 
procurement, government, legal and technical advisory, technology and process advisory, 
business network asset optimization, demographic and market specialists, personnel, 
prototype, product development, design engineering and presentation work and much more.  
This all needs to be emphasized, we all can do a lot better than we are.  This is like an under  
valued or under performing stock, asset or resource that all we need to do is direct it, give it a  
challenge, accept that challenge for ourselves and never look back.
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● Non-fnancial contributions are assets such as intellectual capital personifed by you, 
physical assets, time, valuable intangible contributions that may be assigned a fnancial value, 
that is translated into common or preferred shares, units or other useful innovative securities,  
including equal asset values, by mutual agreement.  Be compensated and enjoy the rewards.

● Intellectual Capital Options and development can work independently or inter-
dependently with fnancial investment contributions, removing limitations that may exist and 
provide the member the option of personal discretionary allocation of fnancial resources that  
are most benefcial and in accordance with personal values, priorities, needs and available  
options. This means more practical freedom of choice which is important to everyone of us.

● Intellectual capital can be directed to separate ownership and control structures, entities 
and corresponding securities, documentation or agreements for ultimate asset protection and 
wealth management and new wealth generation. Make it, protect it, keep it and manage it.

● Your personal intellectual capital options may be transferred, allocated or exchanged 
into a more specifc industry, program, company or project available through the CVI-Options.

● A sign on bonus to develop your strategy, maximize opportunities and more is available.

● Creative opportunities for university, college, high school, trade and technology students 
offer various possibilities that can be explored and discovered with a view of short, medium 
and long term time lines can save or make a fortune if one makes a plan and takes action and 
can add tremendous value to the quality of life regardless of the situations. It is good to  
minimize debts as much as possible, and simultaneously, generate greater income, having a 
budget and budget a surplus, work on expanding options, wealth generation and protection,  
as both are important in establishing a solid and enjoyable future.

● Organizational fexibility is useful for entities, agreements and provisions for greater 
secrecy and privacy for smart inventive people without all the hassle you might typically 
experience or want to avoid is possible. A Phd. from the faculty of creative imagination is  
always a good thing! So keep on inventing. Let’s invent our way to a better future together  
with some neuro enhancing options.  Now that’s smart!

MG Unifed Account

MG MAX RSVP Account

Intellectual Capital Options Account

Intellectual Property Option Account

Inventive Genius Options Account

CVI Personnel Account

These major accounts plus, the ICO_Recruiting Personnel sign up bonus program and the 
Personnel Recruiting Program can create a tremendous addition to net worth, as securities 
such as common shares or other options may be issued for any of the accounts and portfolio,  
companies, entities, series or otherwise, for what exists now and in the future, things 
proposed and being organized, in addition to the convergence of personnel to a designated 
project or company in the future. Non-fnancial intellectual investment is very valuable and 
makes more things possible. It is essential to create maximum advantage, immediate and 
future compensation to personnel. Working share-owners and all the benefts can be utilized 
in a way that creates plenty of opportunity and wealth for everyone in a greater quality of life.
We expect this can be a lot of fun and offer plenty of challenge and reward in the process!
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